
The Ultimate Guide to Sambo
Ground Fighting Techniques:
Mastering the Alexander Kovalchuk
Method
Sambo, a Russian martial art, is known for its effective ground fighting

techniques. One of the most renowned practitioners of Sambo ground fighting is

Alexander Kovalchuk. In this article, we will delve into the world of Sambo ground

fighting and explore the revolutionary techniques introduced by Alexander

Kovalchuk.

What is Sambo Ground Fighting?

Sambo, an acronym for "SAMozashchita Bez Oruzhiya" meaning "self-defense

without weapons" in Russian, is a martial art that originated in the Soviet Union in

the early 1920s. It combines elements of judo and wrestling, with a strong

emphasis on ground fighting. Ground fighting in Sambo involves various grappling

techniques and submissions to control, immobilize, or defeat an opponent.

Alexander Kovalchuk is widely recognized as a pioneer in this aspect of Sambo.

Alexander Kovalchuk: The Ground Fighting Legend

Alexander Kovalchuk is a highly acclaimed Sambo fighter and coach who has

made significant contributions to the development of Sambo ground fighting

techniques. He has won numerous national and international championships,

showcasing his unparalleled skills and expertise in the discipline. Kovalchuk has

also dedicated his life to teaching and promoting Sambo ground fighting, ensuring

its continued growth and influence.
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Revolutionary Techniques by Alexander Kovalchuk

1. Ground Control: Kovalchuk emphasizes the importance of establishing and

maintaining superior ground control. This involves using leverage, body

positioning, and weight distribution to establish dominance over an opponent.

Kovalchuk focuses on teaching his students how to maintain balance and stability

while executing ground control techniques.

2. Sweeps and Reversals: Kovalchuk has introduced innovative sweeps and

reversals to Sambo ground fighting. These techniques enable fighters to quickly

transition from being on the bottom to a dominant position, putting their

opponents at a significant disadvantage. Kovalchuk's sweeps and reversals are

effective and provide excellent opportunities for submissions.

3. Chokes and Joint Locks: Kovalchuk has perfected the art of applying chokes

and joint locks from various positions on the ground. He advocates for precise

execution and emphasizes understanding the mechanics of these submissions.
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Kovalchuk's techniques focus on creating maximum leverage and pressure to

force opponents into submission.

4. Ground and Pound: Kovalchuk has also incorporated ground and pound

techniques into Sambo ground fighting. This strategy involves striking an

opponent from the top position on the ground, using punches, elbows, and other

strikes. Kovalchuk teaches his students how to effectively transition between

ground control and ground and pound, maximizing their chances of victory.

Training in Sambo Ground Fighting

Training in Sambo ground fighting requires dedication, discipline, and a well-

rounded approach. To master the Alexander Kovalchuk method, practitioners

should focus on the following:

1. Technical Proficiency: It is crucial to develop a solid foundation in fundamental

Sambo techniques, including throws, takedowns, and pins. Building a strong

technical arsenal will enable practitioners to effectively execute ground fighting

techniques.

2. Physical Conditioning: Sambo ground fighting demands a high level of physical

fitness. Regular strength training, cardiovascular exercises, and flexibility drills are

essential to enhance endurance and agility on the ground.

3. Sparring and Live Training: To test and refine techniques, practitioners should

engage in regular sparring sessions and live training. This allows them to develop

their reflexes, timing, and decision-making skills in a realistic combat scenario.

4. Study and Analysis: Studying videos of Alexander Kovalchuk's fights and

teachings can provide valuable insights into his unique approach to Sambo



ground fighting. Analyzing his movements, strategies, and techniques can help

practitioners incorporate his methods into their own practice.

Alexander Kovalchuk's contributions to Sambo ground fighting have revolutionized

the way this martial art is approached. His emphasis on ground control, sweeps

and reversals, chokes and joint locks, and ground and pound techniques has

elevated the effectiveness of Sambo ground fighting. By following the Alexander

Kovalchuk method and dedicating themselves to rigorous training, practitioners

can master the art of Sambo ground fighting and become formidable opponents

in any combat situation.
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Sambo is a wrestling both in the standing and ground position. Although throws

are the main part of sambo, wrestling on the ground occupies significant place.

Some sambists prefer ground fighting and try in every way to drag the opponent

into in the parterre. It is impossible to generalize the entire technique of sambo

ground fighting. New painful holds, escapes from hold-downs and combinations

of techniques in the parterre are constantly being developed. This book
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summarizes the main techniques of ground fighting in sambo. Knowing the basic

elements, you can easily combine and create your own combinations.
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